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Description

- STRAW HOLDER:   

Consists of Spindle, mounted on Centre & having a Spring Collar for gripping straws.  

- GIMBLE LEVER:   

For universal application, the lever automatically falls to writing surface through gimble
mounting. Ink writing

- SIMPLE LEVER:    

Stout nickel led frame with stop pieces at one inter changeable ¼” stem. The lever fits
through code axle, is provided between centre  & thumb screw on the axle permits the lever
to be adjustable for length.
- BRODIE UNIVERSAL LEVER:    
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The axle has screw with two nuts between which the interchangeable levers are centered,
while screwing up the central screw support, one plain lever, one notched lever with hole &
one short lever.
- FIXIT LEVER:   

It has various levers. It can be fixed to the spindle in the center of which is Vulcan tile roller
having 3 pins set at 90 on the center rod carrying a spring that can be caused to bear
against the roller, its tuning while other adjustments are made.
- ISOTONIC LEVER:   

With cam in place of after loading screw without hook & weight.
- STARLING HEART LEVER:    

Made of brass with Stainless steel writing lever.
-  AFTER LOAD LEVER:   

With supporting screw & holes for attaching muscle.
- STUDENT ISOMETRIC LEVER:     

Holder carrying a length of Spring Steel Wire & Flat Steel Lever with holes for attaching
the thread wire, adjustable.
- FRONTAL WRITING LEVER:     

Made from stainless steel capillary.  Light and Sturdy
- PERPEX IN FOUNTAIN:

Fits any lever & converts it into ink writing lever.
- MYOGRAPH LEVER:

With standard ¼” threaded vertical stem for fixing to standard Myograph Board, after load
screw and fixing check nuts. Stainless steel Capillary Lever.
- JACKSON’S ENTEROGRAPH
- LEVER ARM:

Stainless steel capillary, 23 cm , with celluoid writing point.
-
Recording Lever                            Catalog No. 100741

Disclaimer

The Products details given on this page are indicative in nature and JAPSON reserves the right to change
them without prior notice. Buyer is also requested to re-check the specifications and other features of
product at the time of order as product development is a continuous process and minor modifications may
be made to design based on latest availability, process and design.
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